Words of Knowledge
December 16th


The election changed December

December 24th





Illuminati Betrayal
Vice President
Insurrection
Peace Troops





Abandonment
Battle Signals Begin
Information withheld Deception

December 29th


Change in the Election process.

January 9th










Disaster! Brace, Brace, Brace.
Going to look like a war zone.
Look for 501© 3 to become taxable
Before this man is sworn in there will be a turn of events that shocks the world.
The V will be forced and mandatory or there will be restrictions to a person’s property.
No transition of power.
Biden not around or unavailable.
Obama to make the announcement
Trump will step down in a few days This man will gain momentum and turn around

January 11th






Leave the altar intact and destroy out its
abominations
Delay, delay, delay
Strike, strike, strike
Deception
Famine appointed







No more surplus
Angry mob
Violence
No leadership
Can’t be found

January 11th









The 8th says the LORD
Down with the gavel
March, March, March
Times, times, ½ a time NOW
Two-fold, three fold and 60
Twice, twice, twice
Deceived
Seed time and harvest, summer and
winter gone









First fruits gone
Corona, add the numbers
I will drive Tobia out of my house this
year
Banks
Flood-plain
War
Double-mindedness

January 14th







Riots
Supreme Court
Falling Out
Darkness, Darkness, Darkness
Mourning and Lamenting,
Grieving while the world rejoices







Hidden Agendas brought out into the
open
A Trial
Witnesses
The Base of a Mountain
Tolerance and Equality

January 15th






I see the losses of many people
I can’t see anything right now.
Pounding hard and fast
Danger, danger, danger
Danger, danger, danger across the sea it
comes






Lights out, lights out, grid down, grid
down,
Imminent, imminent
No time to respond, Delay, delayed,
delayed
I see a white horse running, it has a rider
Jeremiah 31 vs. 2-30









Catastrophic
Domain
Light years
Under the earth
From the beginning
Celestial event
The year of the Last Trump




January 19th








Voices of Opposition.
Incoming hypersonic cruise
Catastrophic
Disbelief, horror, amazement
Freedom
Choice
A new page written in history

January 21st





Somebody deceased coming alive; The
head
Searching out some
Down with the gavel
Advancement







Tombstone
Liturgy
Danger in Alexandria Louisiana
Danger in my own city also
Lightning strikes

January 22nd







Lightning strikes
I see an incoming asteriod. So it was like fire coming down
Plume of smoke
There is a call for mourning and lamenting says the LORD
Perilous times for broadcasting the Name of Jesus
I see a huge wedding ring and I hear people singing this song called “When the saints go
marching in”

January 24th








Delineation between those with the V and those without will become more acute
Judgement on believers first; Behold the hour of trial says the LORD
February a month of change. Patterns begin to form and become apparent. Take note of it.
Streets empty
Demonic timelines being exposed; no longer hidden
Lightening Strikes; I repeat Lightening strikes and yet again Lightening strikes
Food shortages

January 25th




The beginning of the end
Religious broadcasting soon to be forbidden
Challenges for the transportation and Airline industry

 War, War War you won’t have time to prepare. War, War War
January 27th





I am seeing faces. These are the ones creating the agenda for the masses of the people.
Magnetism
I am seeing rain and flooding in Monroeville
I see Helicopters over Monroeville

January 28th











The fourth is the year of ripe grapes.
People being jolted around
I am seeing like a bottomless pit. As I look over the pit I see faces of a man rising up toward the
top but I also see like a beast seems to be ascending upward out of it.
Macron. Take note of the King of France; Macron says the LORD.
A woman in dark clothes beware
I see a matrix. It’s like a big spreadsheet with decisions probabilities and outcomes. Grain futures
falling
The Lord says the rain is about to change. It’s no longer a normal rain but it will be a harmful rain
Healing, restoration of marriages
Reconciliation of family members
Collapsed lung restored – Dennis

January 31st






Flashing in the back yard; Lights going on and off
Playing Games with God
Sudden strike
National Day of Prayer
Eulogy

Word of Wisdom





Seek the welfare of your soul
Pray for unity
Destroy strongholds
Strive for Holiness

